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Learning Objective:
22-36 (M)
Selects a small number of objects from a group when asked, for example ‘please give me one’, ‘please give me two’. Recites some number names
in sequence. Creates and experiments with symbols and marks representing ideas of number. Begins to make comparisons between quantities.
Uses some language of quantities, such as ‘more’ and ‘a lot’. Knows that a group of things changes in quantity when something is added or taken
away.
Notices simple shapes and patterns in pictures. Beginning to categorise objects according to properties, such as shape or size.

30-50 (M) Uses some number names and number language spontaneously. Uses some number names accurately in play. Recites numbers in
order to 10.Knows that numbers identify how many objects are in a set. Beginning to represent numbers using fingers, marks on paper or pictures.
Sometimes matches numeral and quantity correctly. Compares two groups of objects, saying when they have the same number. Shows an interest
in number problems. Separates a group of three or four objects in different ways, beginning to recognise that the total is still the same. Shows an
interest in numerals in the environment.
Shows an interest in representing numbers. Realises not only objects, but anything can be counted, including steps, claps or jumps. Shows an
interest in shape and space by playing with shapes or making arrangements with objects. Shows awareness of similarities of shapes in the
environment. Shows interest in shape by sustained construction activity or by talking about shapes or
arrangements. Shows interest in shapes in the environment.

40-60 (M) Recognise some numerals of personal significance. Recognises numerals 1 to 5.
Counts up to three or four objects by saying one number name for each item. Counts actions or objects which cannot be moved. Counts objects to
10, and beginning to count beyond 10.
Counts out up to six objects from a larger group. Selects the correct numeral to represent 1 to 5, then 1 to 10 objects. Counts an irregular
arrangement of up to ten objects.
Estimates how many objects they can see and checks by counting them.
Uses the language of ‘more’ and ‘fewer’ to compare two sets of objects.
Finds the total number of items in two groups by counting all of them.
In practical activities and discussion, beginning to use the vocabulary involved in adding and subtracting. Records, using marks that they can
interpret and explain.
Begins to identify own mathematical problems based on own interests and fascinations.

Beginning to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D shapes and ‘flat’ 2D shapes, and mathematical terms to describe shapes.
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To be able to follow simple rules and expectations
1. Good listening

2. Good sitting

3. Good looking

4. Wait for your turn to speak/ answer

5. Hands to your self

Date:

Word bank:

number
count
find
shape
time
show

Phase 3 – Light and Dark

Date: Aut 4 Phase 2
(WRM)

Word bank

4
5
Over the next 3 weeks we will learn about the numbers 4 & 5, shapes with 4 & 5 sides, one
more and one less, and time.

number
count
find
shape
time
show

Phase 3 – Light and Dark
Recap

What number did we
focus on yesterday?

Date: Aut 4 Phase 2
(WRM)
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four
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Phase 3 – Light and Dark
Recap

Date: Aut 4 Phase 2
(WRM)
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Help me find objects that
represent 4?

number
count
find
shape
time
show

Phase 3 – Light and Dark
Recap

This is a 5 frame.
It has 5 boxes.

Date: Aut 4 Phase 2
(WRM)

Lets add 4
counters.

Key Questions:
• Is the 5 frame full?
• How many more do we
need to make it full?
• How would you write
that as a number
sentence?

On a whiteboard display a large 5 frame
Use counters to represent 4 counters on the five frame and ask key questions.

Word bank

5 frame
counters
full
add
plus
more

Light and Dark
LO: To find different ways of representing the number 5
LO: To find shapes with 5 sides

Date: Tuesday

It is Kipper’s
birthday.
Can you guess
how old he is?
How can you tell?

Count the candles to find out our number for the day.
Who is 5 in our class?

Word bank
five
5
number
represent
sides
shapes

Chn to have wbs
and pen before
the lesson

LO: To find different ways of representing the number 5
LO: To find shapes with 5 sides

The number 5 can
be shown in lots of
different ways.

Date: Tuesday

five

5

Word bank
five
5
Number
Represent
Sides
shapes

Have a basket with objects ready in order to represent the number. (including 5 sided shapes)
Click board to reveal after you have done the basket part

Chn to have wbs
and pen before
the lesson

LO: To find different ways of representing the number 5
LO: To find shapes with 5 sides

With your partner, can you
think of another way to
represent the number 5?

Date: Tuesday

five

5

Few seconds for chn to discuss other ways of representing 5.
Select a few children to provide feedback

Think about how
you can represent 5
with your body/
fingers etc

Word bank
five
5
Number
Represent
Sides
shapes

Virtue and values:
team work
Critical thinking

LO: To find different ways of representing the number 5
LO: To find shapes with 5 sides

You can even
represent 4
through…

5

five

Date: Tuesday

Word bank
five
5
Number
Represent
Sides
shapes

Virtue and values:
Autonomy
Have a go at the different ways of representing 5 as a class.

LO: To find different ways of representing the number 5
LO: To find shapes with 5 side

Can you
write the
number and
word 5?

Date: Monday

five

Word bank
five
5
Number
Represent
Sides
shapes

Virtue and values:
Autonomy
Practise forming the number correctly on body then on wbs.

LO: To find different ways of representing the number 5
LO: To find shapes with 5 sides

Can you help me
find the number
5 or objects that
represent 5?

Have a set of objects or pictures for this part of the activity. Present children a set of objects/
pictures. In TP children to discuss which object/ pict represents 5.

Date: Tuesday

Word bank
five
5
Number
Represent
Sides
shapes

Virtue and values:
Autonomy

LO: To find different ways of representing the number 5
LO: To find shapes with 5 sides

Can you work
independently to
use pictorial
method to
represent the
number 5?

Date: Tuesday

five

5

Word bank
five
5
Number
Represent
Sides
shapes

Virtue and values:
Autonomy

IT’S ME 123!
LO: To find different ways of representing the number 4
LO: To find shapes with 4 sides

Can you find the
shapes with 5
sides?

In partners can you identify 5 sides shapes?

Date: Tuesday

Word bank
four
4
Number
Represent
Sides
shapes

Virtue and values:
team work

IT’S ME 123!
LO: To find different ways of representing the number 4
LO: To find shapes with 4 sides

This is called a
pentagon.

Model how many sides a pentagon has and model describing it

Date: Tuesday

Word bank
four
4
Number
Represent
Sides
shapes

Virtue and values:
team work

Date: Tuesday

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YksPaqJ5Gwg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpH2W3fgUJs

Virtue and values:

